
 
Dear Water Polo in Australia community, 

In an increasingly competitive and challenging environment for all sports in Australia, but particularly 
smaller sports, Water Polo faces significant challenges to maintaining and enhancing its established 
performance profile as a successful Olympic sport, generating sustainable participation growth at all 
levels across the sport and maximising commercial opportunities. 

The sport’s challenges include: 

• growing and retaining members; 
• declining trends in High Performance results, at both senior and junior levels; 
• increasing dependency on funding by government, the security and levels of which funding 

are uncertain; 
• governance demarcation with seven (7) State Sporting Organisations (SSOs) and 1 National 

Sporting Organisation (NSO) as well as the Australian Institute of Sport and various State 
Institutes of Sport involved; 

• governance volatility at NSO and SSO levels with frequent changes in leadership and senior 
management, creating inconsistency of strategic direction, capability and capacity to 
implement the strategy and a lack of forward momentum; 

• ongoing financial sustainability and viability of the NSO and SSOs; and 
• unproductive relationships leading to inconsistent sport development approaches and 

uncoordinated approaches to revenue diversification. 

While most of these challenges are far from unique to Water Polo, in combination they have created 
a situation where, without change within the sport, the sport is in danger of losing its way, as well as 
the substantial taxpayer funding it receives. 

Sport Australia recognises the real risks for Water Polo that these challenges create. Therefore Sport 
Australia has initiated, is prioritising, and is supporting with its resources this governance reform 
process.  Sport Australia has the unanimous support of the Water Polo Australia Board and the SSO 
Presidents. 

As a part of this governance reform process we will be looking to you, our community, to participate 
in a process to build a consensus as to what water polo in Australia ‘wants to be’ to ensure 
sustainability and success into the future. To achieve this aspiration the governance structure must 
change. In executing this change we will be undertaking a consumer-centric approach to considering 
and designing water polo’s future.  

We are deeply appreciative to all of you who contribute your time, intellect and energy free-of- 
charge to help water polo (and sport) in Australia. We know you do it out of your passion for water 
polo and that you care about leaving a legacy that advances the long term interests of the sport. We 
are certain that this process of co-design and change will serve the interests of all in water polo – 
participants and athletes at all levels – from school and club through to the Stingers and Sharks of 
today and tomorrow. Our time to create our future is now. 
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